INTRODUCTION:
The Atlantic Yards site represents a unique opportunity to create an innovative large scale, high density development in the heart of Brownstone
Brooklyn. In 2006 Forest City Ratner Companies received approval to build
more than 6 million square feet of housing, retail and entertainment facilities on the site.
While phase one of the project, incorporating the Barclay’s Center and the
adjacent residential buildings, is underway, phase two has not progressed,
and is slated to include:
-4,278,000 SF or Residential Space (4,320 Units)
-156,000 SF of Retail Space
Phase two includes the blocks from Sixth to Vanderbilt Avenues and Atlantic
to Dean streets. The current master plan shows a tower-in-the-park scheme
with 10 residential towers in a residual green space.
PROPOSAL:
The construction of high-density high-rise residential buildings in existing
urban environments, near existing transprotation and other infrastructure, is
a sustainable solution to current and future demands. Therefore, this proposal provides the same square footage as the Ratner scheme, an average
density of 220 units per acre.
The goal of this alternative proposal is to provide a solution that responds in
scale to the existing context while creating a porous series of structures with
an integrated series of urban spaces which will continue the vibrant street
life of the adjacent neighborhoods.
The site is defined by a varied context. Prospect Heights to the South is a
residential neighborhood of four-story townhouses, Atlantic Avenue to the
North is a high volume vehicular thoroughfare with a poorly defined street
wall. The Atlantic Terminal Mall and Barclays Center to the Northwest are
places of consistently high levels of activity.

THE ATLANTIC YARDS:
An alternative to Ratner’s proposed Plan
for the Atlantic Yards Site in Brooklyn, NY

The scheme reconciles these shifts in scale through the use of three definition planes. The ground floor plane varies to create storefront retail spaces,
community facilities and public spaces; the second plane slopes gently from
the low-rise buildings of Prospect Heights to midrise height at Atlantic Avenue; a third plane slopes from the center of the site to the Northwest Corner
where it meets the Barclays Center and Atlantic Terminal Mall to define the
roofline of four residential towers. The tops of these planes are public green
spaces which are varied to provide areas for different activities. Connecting
these planes and the green space to the ground are a series of garden paths
which are carved along the exterior of the structures. Residential units of
varying types and size open onto the garden paths for large amounts of
light and air.

The building’s form and configuration was initially defined by a series of planes which respond
to the scale of the surrounding urban context.
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HIGH-RISE TOWERS ADJACENT TO
BARCLAYS / ATLANTIC CENTER

First, the ground plane fluxuates creating a series of sloped surfaces below which are situated
streetfront public and retail spaces. The slopes simultaneously act as entry points, bringing
residents and guests up into the courtyard spaces of the building.
Secondly, a datum plane is established to respond to the low-rise and mid-rise contexts adjacent to the site. The plane slopes from the four story context of Prospect Heights to the south
up to the mid-rise context defined along Atlantic Avenue to the north.
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Third, a high-rise definition plane emerges from the mid-rise plane, serving to establish the
high point of the towers. This plane slopes to an apex at the denser and busier corner of the
site adjacent to the Barclay’s Center and Atlantic Terminal.

Subdivision of resulting volume

Finally, the building’s volume is subdivided into a series of courtyard blocks using geometry
generated from the surrounding site condition . The definition planes form a publicly accessible green roofscape with a southern orientation.
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High Rise and Low Rise definition planes
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Ground Plane Manipulation
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Contextual generation of defining planes
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At the ground level, the buildings’ blocks are carved with a series of entry and gathering spaces, creating
multiple access points to the courtyards. A series of garden paths are carved into the blocks, creating access
to the roofscape and providing connections between the roofscape and the ground plane. The paths allow for
multiple entry points to the buildings above the ground plane and create a porous network of circulation. At
the towers, the voids become public and amenity spaces for residents.

(SPVOEGMPPSBOESPPGMFWFMTQBDFTBSFDPOOFDUFECZB
TZTUFNPGHBSEFOQBUITDBSWFEJOUPUIFCMPDL

Subtraction of public spaces and garden paths from housing blocks

$PSSJEPSTBSFESPQQFEPGGUPBMMPXGPSVOJUTUP
IBWFEJSFDUDPOOFDUJPOTUPUIFHBSEFOQBUITWJBB
WFSUJDBMDPOOFDUJPOJOBEPVCMFIFJHIUTQBDF

6OJUTCFMPXUIFHBSEFOQBUITBSFDPOOFDUFEWJBB
WFSUJDBMEPVCMFIFJHIUDPOOFDUJPO

$PNNPODPSSJEPSTDPOOFDUEJSFDUMZUPUIFHBSEFO
QBUIT BMMPXJOHGPSEJSFDUFOUSJFTUPUIFCVJMEJOHBU
VQQFSMFWFMTBOEGPSSFMJFGPGUIFDPSSJEPSTUISPVHI
UIFDSFBUJPOPGBNFOJUZTQBDFTGPSSFTJEFOUT

The garden paths relate to the apartment units in multiple
ways. A series of double-height living spaces line the paths,
creating an elevated street. Corridors open up onto the
garden paths allowing for multiple entries to the building at
various heights, while providing light and air to the corridors
themselves.

The partial section view shows the undulating ground plane
creating a landscape that works its way through the courtyards and creates links to the garden paths, which continue
the sequence to the roofscape.

The roofscape is accessible to the public and contains a
variety of amenities including a swimming pool and several pavillions containing cafes, restaurants, gyms, meeting
rooms, and classrooms. A series of garden plots dot the roof.
The steeper portion of the roof is perforated with a series of
recessed terraces for the penthouses below.

Entry view along Atlantic Avenue with storefronts

Entry Courtyard View
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Roof Plan
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Tower Plan
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Braced frames at
building cores
View of cantilever in tower over sculpted garden path.

Column transfers
allow for garden
paths to remain
visually open

Based on the criteria for design focused on the concept of improvement
of quality of life through integration of mixed use spaces, circulation, light
and sustainability, structural steel naturally became the material of choice.
The steel frame system enables transfer and cantilever conditions that allow
for the network of garden paths and public spaces to meander through the
buildings’ volumes.
Structural steel systems are comprised of concrete on metal deck slabs supported on main cores and interior and exterior columns.
Lateral stability is provided by steel braced frames concentrated near the
cores.
Large open spaces and vertical discontinuities in the structure are achieved
through the use of long span steel elements and transfer trusses.

Structural Frame

Composite concrete
slab

Miscellaneous steel
outriggers tie facade
panels back to the perimeter beams
Mullions set within steel
strut support frame

Formed Aluminum prefabricated facade panels

The building envelope is created with modular façade metal panels attached to a steel back-up frame.

Three Bedroom Unit
Four standardized modular wall panels are used throughout the project, one for each apartment type

Two Bedroom Unit

One Bedroom Unit

Pre-Fabricated Facade Modules
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